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About This Game
You are responsible for the streets and roads in your city. With so many people in a city, there is always the need for new living
space, which has to be opened up with roads. In addition, the residents ask here and there for wider and faster roads. Under
certain circumstances you get contracts for plaster work, the creation of pedestrian and bike paths, or the replacement of gas,
water and power lines in existing roads.
For a realistic representation, a 3D graphics engine is used, which represents the events at any time clearly and realistically. Step
by step the player gains experience and thus more extensive special orders. A level is considered to be solved, if within the
specified time, the given tasks have been fulfilled. But be careful, unpredictable events always affect the current happenings,
such as:

Preferable emergency orders, such as conduction breaks
Weather conditions such as wind, ice and rain
Unpredictable obstacles & Technical defects
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Title: Roadworks Simulator
Genre: Casual, Simulation
Developer:
United Independent Entertainment GmbH
Publisher:
United Independent Entertainment GmbH
Release Date: 9 Jun, 2016
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The number of unmentionables good things about this game is unmentionable!
Also, awesome linux support.. I love this game! I use to play the demo over and over again of the orginal FATE. When I got the
full game I spent hours and hours exploring through the dungeons. This is packed with so much content compared to the
others(cause its most of the games). I Really love this game(made by Travis Baldree) Which went on to make torchlight, but
sometimes you just go down memory lane.
As Getts says "at these prices it's practically stealing". This is a lot more fun than i expected it to be. It is old school and it did
take me a while to get used to the controls but i had a lot of fun. IT IS REALLY HARD and it actually tries to make me pay
attention to the pattern the boss is moving in. 8/10 great game. Ok so final review here, considering I won't even bother with this
game anymore. Even after being forced to dump money for in game currency because the servers are all Super dead, unless u
wanna get on the russian server . The game is buggy, and the guns do garbo dmg. Npcs with firearms, all have insane aimbots
and shoot u through the floor. The loot is near impossible to see, and at night you might as well just take a break, because you
won't find any, when you die, you drop a ton of your stuff, normally anything good .
Quest items can't be moved out of your bag into the bank, so your forced to eat a ton of slots in your inventory when you only
have like 20; So a quest with 5 pickups , plus your weapons, ammo, med packs , food, your inventory is full, can't even loot
stuff, Also your lucky if the stuff you carry is not to heavy to loot to begin with.
After over 125 hours and being lvl 20\/35 the grind is sick, unless you have A TON of time to play this, solo, because there is no
one else playing.
If you want to waste time get angry, then lose your loot and have to walk 10 minutes to try to get it back then die again, well this
might be the game for you. I really want'ed to enjoy this game, but the more i played the worse the game got. Now getting to
what seemed to be the last zone, lvl 20+ , Mobs well over 1 shot me, took over 200 rounds to kill , or just get pieced by a bandit
through some grass you never saw.
So even though I want to say this game is really cool. You're making a mistake buying it. Its just flat junk, There is soo many
things that could be fixed that are not, and it makes the game virtually not enjoyable, for anyone who doesn't wanna smash their
face into a wall.
I also almost forgot to mention some quest npcs seem to be on a 20-50 minute timer, so don't miss one of those loot bags, or
you'll be waiting to get another.
O right , Pvp, Ya so you get nothing for pvp unless your level 18+ and then you need to pick a faction etc, You need to be in a
clan for other perks, and that cost 1 Million tokens if you don't find someone's to join. I also will make a quick mention on the
quest text and markers. There is none basically, so you're gonna be searching forums and empty wiki's from long ago because
the quests are so vague, half of them are like a coin flip where to go or what to do. So My recommendation has been from a yes
buy this 8\/10 alot of fun , to a 0\/10 and making a hard suggestion you do not bother with this. Even on sale, you're wasting
money. Hope this helps, I'm done with it.. Once you've played one game the whole thing might as well have been finished. It is
way too repetetive, and just ends up getting on your nerves, Very boring, in my opinion.. This game is already so much fun to
play, just give us some more stuff to do and you could have an amazing game here.. Just an early recommendation.
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Very much enjoying my first play - veteran setting , 1939 start, now March ‘41 as I work up to Barbarossa and the Pacific war,
also I have just landed in North Africa as the British take Tobruk early because I forgot to reinforce the defending armies and
corps for one turn. Early aggressiveness in China cost me a couple of armies and corps in the meat grinder, but I am slowly
pushing the Nationalists back - it is very similar to the previous title and that is a good thing. Only possible down side is the
lower hex resolution, roughly half compared to the War in Europe, increasing the chance of congesting the battlefield as there is
no stacking. Sometimes this plays like a shuffle puzzle (EDIT: you can swap units in position using SHIFT - as explained to me
by the developer and stated in the manual).
Solid experience, happy with my purchase and looking forward to continuing my campaign.
Additional notes:
Renaming units - check, so if you want to go 2nd SS Panzer Korps, go ahead.
Purchasing - check, you go the the tab, purchase a unit, wait until it is ready to be deployed.
No, no it not a John Tiller wargame, but neither is War in the East, War in the West or any Decisive Campaign game. JTS has a
diffrent focus, apples and oranges.
AI turn times, too slow? No, it may take a couple of minutes, but how much time did you take as a human Intelligence?
Depending on the situation, but it will always more than the AI. I’d rather have a good AI than a fast one. That said, the AI in
World at War is anything but slow compared to similar games.. Great Game worth my money :). Nice take on classic RISK-style
game. Easy to understand, hard to master. ay pretty good
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Hello friends! I will write about this dlc. This dlc adds in vehicles and characters from the Nyte Blade ficticious show that is in
steelport. Basically, a show about vampires (think like the twilight movies). The vehicles are decent and the costumes are
revealing on woman saints.
Recommended for costumes and vehicles for your saints!. Great Game! I played this for about an hour and a half until I beat it.

Good Things
-Really simple controls
-Very good price to quality comparison
-Great artwork and music
Critisisms
-A LOT of backtracking
-Can be confusing at times
Suggestions
-Add customizable controls (would love to use wasd as controls)
-Make it so that esc doesn't leave the game (Maybe use a "Do you want to quit" message)
Overall a great game! Good Job!
. Tactical pause are unimplemented. For whatever reason, I cannot get this game to run! It will crash on loading the missions on
lowest possible settings. I'll change this review when it works
. Like Portal?
Like Metroidvanias?
Like feeling like a retard?
This game is for you.. BRAVO!!! such a fantastic game!!! i recommend!!. this game was a complete waste of money it came
with a bundle so i never paid full price thank god. the camera angles are terrible and controls are wacky, the graphics look like
their for an old xp game. DONT BUY THIS GAME
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